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Why You Should Adopt 
Agile Digital Marketing
Waterfalls might be beautiful, but they no  
longer belong in the marketing realm in terms  
of processes.

Today’s fast-paced, transactional economy requires marketing methods that can morph 
rapidly to meet changing stakeholder goals� This means traditional waterfall-style 
marketing strategies are obsolete for most programs� They’ve given way to far more 
efficient agile marketing workflows�

What makes old-school marketing antiquated in an era when failing fast and speeding 
toward changing targets is the norm?
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PROBLEM 1: SILOS

Yesterday’s marketing focused on individual teams performing solo tasks with little to no 
colleague input� Siloed activity negates collaboration while simultaneously raising the risk of 
costly and unnecessary duplication of tasks�

PROBLEM 2: TUNNELS 

Marketing teams concentrating on long-term plans routinely miss red flags along the way� 
Only after annual or quarterly agendas do they realize that they’re off-track, leading to 
massive amounts of wasted resources and energy�

PROBLEM 3: UNSATISFACTORY REVIEWS 

Many marketers fail to consistently review their campaigns, preferring a “set it and forget 
it” mentality� Without routinely examining all the elements of their projects, they leave 
themselves open to future inefficiencies� Plus, they might make the same mistakes again 
and again without recognizing why�

 

https://pantheon.io/resources/patch-new-media-model-technology-case-study
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For marketing personnel who are tired of operating under the status quo, agile digital 
marketing adoption provides opportunities in direct contrast to the challenges plaguing 
classic marketing departments�

Here’s how Pantheon has solved legacy marketing issues through agile applications:

AGILE SOLUTION 1: COLLABORATION

Yesterday’s marketing focused on individual teams performing solo tasks with little to no 
colleague input� Siloed activity negates collaboration while simultaneously raising the risk of 
costly and unnecessary duplication of tasks�

AGILE SOLUTION 2: TRANSPARENCY 

Using the platform Asana to track our projects allows our digital marketers to identify sprints 
and flag others for support when needed� Each project owner serves as a gatekeeper to filter 
requests and reduce developmental backlogs by prioritizing responsibilities� When everyone 
can see everything, transparent communications are inevitable�

AGILE SOLUTION 3: REAL-TIME ADJUSTMENTS 

What happens when we’re working on a two-week project and dragons arise? We can 
slay them by adjusting the workflow immediately� Waterfall marketing has lag times; agile 
marketing doesn’t� When a disruptive situation arises, we can meet it head-on without 
missing deadlines or expectations�

https://pantheon.io/resources/tableau-finds-faster-iteration-leads-innovation-pantheon-case-study
https://pantheon.io/resources/aclu-rises-every-occasion-website-doesnt-fail-drupal-case-study
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The Right Team Makes A Difference
Making the most of agile requires having the right people in the right roles� Without team members 
who are willing to adjust to agile, enterprise businesses cannot make strides into the agile digital 
marketing world�

This isn’t to suggest that old dogs can’t learn new tricks; they can and do� Leaders simply have to 
effectively promote a new era of teamwork, collaboration, and trust instead of siloed work and secrecy� 
It’s a mind shift that’s necessary to produce comprehensive agile success�

 A Playbook for Introducing Agile to Marketing Teams

The first step in deciding whether or not to go agile is to evaluate your marketing department’s personnel, 
the team’s current work processes, and the company’s overarching goals� If stumbling blocks such as poor 
communication, inadequate resources, and missed deadlines appear regularly, promoting agile is a no-
brainer� And in most cases, agile will be a huge benefit�

As McKinsey & Co. research notes, simply improving dialogue between team members can boost internal 
productivity by up to 25%� Agile goes further, encouraging ownership, setting measurable objectives, and 
streamlining operations� Plus, agile marketing enables course corrections, allowing for reallocation of 
resources without finger-pointing or other stumbling blocks� In other words, agile marketing makes sense 
in most cases� However, it needs a few key players in order to come to fruition�

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING: This person is the keeper of the 30,000-foot view, ensuring all the 
moving parts are well-oiled and working in tandem�

VISUAL DESIGNER: Someone needs to create a compelling brand presence, and that’s the role of 
the visual designer� From custom illustrations and print materials to event marketing installations 
and webpage layouts, this individual has a tremendous impact on a campaign’s effectiveness and 
frequently works alongside a web developer to elevate the digital experience of more complicated 
web-based marketing outputs�

CONTENT MARKETING MANAGER: This individual owns the process of communicating with 
content creators, sometimes bringing copywriters, social media experts, and visual designers into 
the fold� To ensure a crisp, consistent brand voice, the content marketing manager stays on top of 
all communications-related deliverables�

MARKETING OPERATIONS MANAGER: The person in this key position ensures your martech 
stack is set up and performing properly so he or she can sift through data for actionable insights� 
 

Improving dialogue between team members can 
boost internal productivity by up to 25%.

 Together, these dynamic professionals and their co-workers set the stage for truly agile workflows�
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Common Mistakes to Anticipate 
When Going Agile
Moving to agile isn’t without its rough patches�
Any team that’s committed to adopting agile marketing principles needs to anticipate and 
acknowledge what sometimes goes awry� At the same time, it should be ready to pivot and 
rectify any situation, always moving forward�

1. GROWING PAINS

Going all-in can be overwhelming� Sometimes, it’s easier to break tasks down into smaller 
components that can roll out rapidly� This mini adoption of agile lessens the discomfort that 
sudden leaps can cause among staff� Besides, checking off boxes more frequently can make the 
process more rewarding for people who are just learning agile principles�

2. INTUITION OVERLOAD 

Agile’s not about gut instincts� Instead, it depends on data that can be validated� People who are 
accustomed to shooting from the hip might find it tough to make decisions entirely based on 
data� However, data is exactly what enables agile marketers to make tremendous strides�

 

3. HEELS IN THE SAND 

Do you have employees who are digging their heels in or getting hung up on a specific plan? 
Leaders should model flexibility at all levels� According to the 2nd Annual State of Agile 
Marketing Report, 53% of marketers who tried agile appreciated how it left them better 
equipped to change gears midstream� As your team members see the rewards of modeling 
open-mindedness, they will usually begin to let down their guard�

53% of marketers who  
tried agile appreciated how it 
left them better equipped to 
change gears midstream.

53%

https://www.agilesherpas.com/state-of-agile-marketing-2019/
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How to Implement Agile in  
Digital Marketing
Ready to take your team’s digital strategy to new heights thanks to a consistent 
application of agile marketing workflows?

To make sure agile sticks in your enterprise, always take a few key steps before going  
full force:

1. LEARN THE INS AND OUTS OF AGILE

Perhaps you’ve had a taste of agile in another position� Maybe it’s your introduction to agile� 
No matter where you are on the learning curve, continue to educate yourself on agile and 
its best practices� You might even want to take an agile or scrum certification course along 
with some other members of your team�

The higher your agile marketing maturity level becomes, the stronger your network of agile 
marketing peers will be — and the easier it will be for you to start to apply agile to your digital 
campaigns� In addition, you’ll become an invaluable resource to the people who are novices 
at agile concepts�

2. ONBOARD STAKEHOLDERS 

You can’t be the only proponent of agile on your team� The only way to make agile part and 
parcel of your digital marketing mindset is by getting stakeholders excited about the concept� 
Ask them to meet one-on-one and in groups to talk about agile� Attend agile workshops with 
colleagues� Be vocal about your feelings regarding agile while accepting others’ input�

Without support, you’ll consistently run into roadblocks� And if you attempt to do agile alone 
or with just a few people, you could blow up projects and miss deadlines because your team 
is operating with conflicting workflows� Getting everyone on the same page initially is a 
recipe for a more successful agile technique rollout�

https://www.scrum.org/resources/blog/so-you-wanna-be-scrum-master
https://pantheon.io/web-team-agility-assessment
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4. REMAIN ACCOUNTABLE

Accountability is a must-have element of agile� Plan routine check-ins to bring up obstacles, 
share work information, and evaluate results� Retrospectives are necessary to hold everyone 
accountable, and meetings should be held as sacred and important get-togethers�  
 
What happens if your team members start to slip away from holding check-ins? They’ll 
likely move back to siloed working, the exact opposite of where they need to be� Digital 
agile marketing requires that all tasks get completed� Having everyone in the know and 
responsible for completing activities ensures nothing gets missed�

5. EMBRACE THE ART OF MAKING REFINEMENTS 
 
Your workflows today probably won’t be your workflows next month� That’s simply the mobile 
nature of agile� Strive to refine your frameworks, effectively eliminating waste in the process� 
Be sure to applaud innovation from your team members, encouraging them to adopt a 
forward-thinking approach to everything they do�

If you find your team falling into a laissez-faire attitude, redirect its attention to avoid failure� 
The beauty of digital agile marketing is that you can measure practically everything you do� 
Take advantage of this ability to use data to inform protocol changes�

3. ADOPT A PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOL 

Whether you choose Asana, Airtable, Jira, or a similar 
system, you should put a robust project management 
tool in place� Not only does it help everyone see what’s 
happening in real time, but it also allows you to break 
large projects into smaller tasks while also assigning 
owners and including stakeholders as needed� Plus, 

you can organize check-ins and keep communication flowing smoothly to avoid  
unnecessary meetings�

Without some type of effective project management tool, even if it’s simply Post-It notes on a 
whiteboard, you’ll struggle to collate feedback, foster communication, distribute assets, approve 
documents, and perform other functions� Digital marketing depends on you moving quickly to 
satisfy moving targets; having the right tools in place ensures smarter, faster workflows�
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Become a Driver  
of Innovation
Agile marketing isn’t a matter of making a few tweaks to your current system� 
It’s a philosophy that can lead your company to a place of innovation and 
industry disruption� To successfully change your processes to fit agile, you 
must be willing to completely reimagine your current marketing workflows and 
employee habits�

Although implementing agile in marketing can come with challenges, it enables 
teams to evolve and grow� As companies become more familiar with its 
benefits, leaders will no doubt begin to look at other areas where agile can be 
beneficial�

Become an innovation driver by establishing or upleveling an agile marketing 
program at your company� Then, see how your team stacks up by taking our 
agile marketing assessment� Pantheon’s expert staff is available for one-on-
one consultations to help your team increase agility online today�

https://pantheon.io/web-team-agility-assessment

